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History of th. Project

The desirability of having an independent study made of tree-

ring specks from the Central and Northern Plains has long been

recognized by workers in the area. Such s study became possible

in the Spring of 1964 when the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research

approached the Smithsonian Institution, River Basin Surveys of

Lincoln, Nebraska and the Midwest Regional Office of the National

Park Service, Omaha, Nebraska on the feasibility of developing and

financing a program of study for material from the Middle Missouri

area of South Dakota. It was proposed that a completely independent

attempt be made to construct modern chronologies for the Middle

Missouri by the Laboratory of Tree -Ring Research, The University

of Arisona, Tucson, Arizona. If this project was successfully

completed, provision was made to expand the study to include the

use of archeologically -derived specimens in an attempt to extend

any chronology derived and to obtain dates for the wood from the

archeological sites.

The first phase of this work has now been completed. Cross -

dating between specimens has been established and five areally

specialized chronologies have been constructed. They cover the



Middle Missouri region frog the vicinity of the Sig Send of the

Missouri River north to Mobridge, South Dakota and the C eyenns

River into Haakon County, South Dakota (Figure 1).

To data, the work on the project has been restricted to

specimens collected between 1958 and 1963, primarily through the

efforts of the River Basin Surveys. The project has included

transportation of one hundred twenty -one specimens, including

duplicates, to Tucson, Arizona from Lincoln, Nebraska.; preparation

of the material for study; detailed analysis of the individual

pieces and construction of five specialized chronologies. Part

of this work has previously been described by aye in two earlier

progress reports dated November 2, 1964 and April 30, 1965. A

preliminary report on the project was wade to the Plains Anthro-

pological Conference in November of 1964.

The five specialised chronologies that have been constructed

have been named for the general areas from which they were derived:

Sig send Area, Chapsils Creek Area, Northern Stanley County -Sully

County Area, Mobridgs Area, and Haakon County-Cheyenne River Area

(figure 1).

A total of one hundred two dated specimens, including

duplicates, were used to construct these five chronologies. A

detailed discussion of these specimens plus the five pieces for



Figure 1. Specimen Collection Areas tor the Five
Middle Missouri Chronologies

1. Si g fend Area
2. Northern Stanley County -sully County Aree
3. h aken County - Cheyenne River Aree

4. Chapelle Creek Area
5. Mobridge Area
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which tentative dates were derived and fourteen which could not

be dated will be given in a later portion of the report.

History of Previous Work in the A:ra

The earliest attempt to apply the methods of tree -rind, analysis

to material from the Middle Missouri area of South Dakota was wade

by the late George F. Will of Bismarck, North Dakota (Will, 1948) .

Will did not construct a modern chronology for any part of the

Missouri River in South Dakota, but attempted to crossdate specimens

from three archeological sites in the vicinity of Pierre, South

Dakota with a chronology he had constructed for areas of North

Dakota, approximately two hundred fifty plus miles distant. It

should be noted that Will urged caution in the acceptance or use

of the dates he derived because of the distance involved (Will,

1948:68 -70).

Will's work he been criticised on several grounds (Sell,

1948; Meleen, 1948; Labeler, 1950; Hurt, 1952) . These criticises

includes the distance between the location of his muster

chronology and the sites for which the dates were obtained, his

crossdating juniper specimens from the sites with a. master

chronology based on oak, and the disagreement of the dates with

known archeological relationships. This latter is outside the

scope of this report and will not be discussed hue.



On the basis of the present ;study, the first criticism, that

f the distance involved, appears to be valid at least to a degree.

While crossdating has been noted between the areas for vbleb

chronologies have been constructed, its character tends to be less

specific and of s more generalised nature as the distance between

specimen locations becomes greater.

The second criticism of Will's work, that raised on the grounds

of species difference, cannot be adequately evaluated on the basis

of work dons to the present. A very high degree of crossdating

has been observed between juniper and a limited sample of seven

specimens of ash tram the Middle Missouri area. At the saws time,

a very poor degree of crossd.ting has been found between juniper

and an even more limited sample of three oak specimens from the

area. Two pieces of hackberry have been examined with no cross-

dating evidenced between it and the other species.

Following Will's early work, the Missouri basin Chronology

Program was established in 1958 to promote chronological investi-

gations including use of tree -ring methods. It was not until the

Fall of 1960, however, that any intensive tree -ring studies were

dertaken on material collected in the Middle Missouri area.

that time I began a study of the material, the results of which

were presented to the University of Nebraska as Masters thesis

in 1961 (Weakly, 1961). A chronology was constructed for the



Middle Missouri based on both modern collections and archeological

specimens. The chronology covered the period A.D. 1302 to 1958

and along with it dates for material from eighteen archeological

sits* were presented (Weakly, 1961). the above chronology was

entitled, `The Si g Send Area Tree-Ring Master Chart." It was,

however, based on specimens derived from the entire Middle Missouri

area lying between Chamberlin, South Dakota and Mobridge, South

Dakota. At no point were less than thirty -eight specimens used

in its construction. It now appears that this chronology is

invalid and that any further use of it should be avoided.

The reasons for the above are tw a -fold. First, it appears

that the original study made in 1960 -1961 was not capable of

distinguishing all of the double rings in the specimens used.

Secondly, the chronology is much too generalised to be effective.

Roth of these points will be discussed in more detail below, but

as the research now stands the earlier work can no longer be used.

The following, discussion of the specimen study and construc-

tion of the chronologies for this project will go into several of

the problems presented above in mors detail. Where possible,

comparisons of the current study with previous work will be made

to help clarify any points which need further discussion.



Taue purpose of this study was to undertake an independent

investigation of the feasibility of using t ring methods es a

means of building chronologies in the Middle Missouri area of

South Dakota. Initially, this was done through the establishment

of crossdating between samples and then through the construction

of five chronologies covering portions of the area. In this

er, the validity of employing tree-ring methods in the Middle

Missouri as a chronology building process has been demonstrated.

Lastly, the project has allowed a check on work previously done

in the region.

On the basis of the above, there is reason to believe that

these methods can be extended to the dating of archeologiraly-

derived specimens. It is in this direction that work on the

project is now proceeding.

led Discussion

In August of 1954 and twice sinos that tom, specimens have

been transferred between the Smithsonian Institution, River Basin

Survey Laboratories in Linooln, Nebraska and the Laboratory of

Tree -Ring Research, Tucson, Arizona. Upon their arrival in Tw:cson,

the first problem was preparation of the material for study. This

has been a continuing process although the large majority of this



work was completed in the Fall of 1964. Each pisce had to be put

through a process of sanding, and where necessary, cut to

manageable sise. The preparation of the individual specimens is

e set procedure in which each item is sanded with six grades of

sandpaper, coarse to fine, to achieve an adequate surface for study.

At the seat time that the foregoing was in progress, a system

of records was established. The rec3rds consist of an individual

card for each specimen and a to made as the study progressed.

The individual card has on it the specimen number, species, date

collected, provenience, any dates derived, remarks and disposition.

The log contains all of the above data with the exception of the

disposition and it also includes more detailed remarks as to the

quality of the specimen, its condition, and record of the chronology.

is l Study

To begin with, a group of about twenty specimens selected

for apparent size end hawing the same cutting date, A.D. 1958,

were arbitrarily set aside and studied. Each of these specimens

was a full cross section of a tree and plots were made of their

ring widths. In some instances more than os a ;Tat wa.s made of the

same piece on smother radii. Au attempt was then made to cross-

dote the plots with the result that while some showed a high

degree of crosadatin;, others did not fit as well. At this point,



maps of the Middle l3ssouri area wire obtained and the provenience

of each specimen re s plotted. Five major clusters or collection

areas were noted and the material was sorted by area. A marked

improvement in the quality of the crossdating between specimens

fram within the same collection areas wes found after this had

been accomplished. The remainder of the sample was then studied

within the framework of the five defined areas of collection with

the resultant construction of five *really specialised chronologies

(Figure 1) .

Anal si; by 8patios,

!uniperur scopu.lovums and Juniperus .rgi©#,ana were both

utilised and torn the basic chronology. 1b distinction as to

whether a specimen was scopustorum or virjiniana was possible since

there is no apparent difference in the structure of the wood and

such data was not generally included in the initial collection of

the material. There were one hundred nine pieties of juniper,

including duplicates, in the sample which farm the basis of the

hronolo ,ies that have been constructed. Crossda ting, between

of the juniper pieces is excellent, especially in very

localised areas. This latter is shown by specimens collected

from a very smell area demonstrating a very high degree of cross

dating while distinct differences way appear across s short distance.



Generally, however, tirera is at the

chronologies on all specimens from

implications of the above have not

similarity of the

to region. The enact

yet, been worked out but

are still part of the considerations of the project.

Ash, 'minus app. - Of this species only seven spec

available in the sample. Of this number, five were dated

gb one of these is a tentative date. Of the remaining two

undated specimens, one was less than twenty years in length and

the other w. s badly damaged. The surprising thing about the ash

material is the high quality of crossdating it exhibits with the

juniper chronology. This species certainly needs further investi-

gation and more extensive collections should be made from the

Middle Missouri arse.

Oak, Que app. - Only three specimens of this type were

in the collection. Of these only one could be adequately dated

against the juniper chronology and it did not croasdate well.

The sample is such too small to draw any definite conclusions

from it. At present, oak does not appear to be of much use.

Beckberry, Celtics spp. Two specimens of hackbsrry were

included in the sample neither of which could be dated. Again

the sample is mach too small to arrive at any definite conclusions.
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The foregoing discussion of the work of this project with the

various species of wood included in it, in particular the junipers,

is pertinent to the earlier discussion of George P. Will `s work in

this area. The distinct character of the chronology as recorded

by the junipers from relatively close areas tends to substantiate

the problem of she distance over which Will was trying to work.

In general, I doubt that with the present state of knowledge his

dates for the three sites in the Piorrs vicinity can be accepted

this basis alone. On the matter of his using different species

of wood in his dating, little can be added at this point. In all

instances, with the exception of the juniper collection, the

samples are tar too small to gawks a valid assessment.

,Construction of the Çronoioçi.es

To the present time alt of the work has been dons in skeleton

plot fora. Each of the five chronologies is batted on material

from a fairly restricted area and they are covered by a varying

number of specimens over their length. They are obviously weaker

on the earlier end, but it is hoped this will be changed by the

inclusion of archeologically -derived specimens. Generally, it

has been ,such more difficult to distinguish double rings in the

first thirty to fifty years of juniper growth, The passible

refinement of the chronologies in their earlier portions is the



reason for not reproduc actual skeleton plots in this

report. The accompanying bar graph (Figure 2) shows the manner

in which the specimens crossdate for the five chronologies. It

doe not, however, account for all of the swim/mans incorporated

into them. Those which were dated but not included specifically

were omitted from the bar graphs because they wore not plotted or

were tentative dates. Moss that were not plotted were usually

either quite short, complacent, duplicates, or ace combination

of these factors. A table of all of the specimens worked to data

is included along with provenience data so that the actual number

of specimens supporting each chronology is easily available (Table 1)

In addition to the above reason for not publishing the

ton plots at this time is the lack of measured indices for

the chronologies. This part of the project is provided for in

the contrast for the coming year and should be a part of the final

presentation of the work. It is also possible that a further

refinement of the five chronologies may be possible as to

specialised area of origin. If this should happen, it would be

premature to release them at this time.

One point to be stressed is the apparent discrepancies

between the present study of this material and that previously

wads in 1960 -1961 (Weakly, 1961). After the study of the collee-

tious had been completed, an attempt was wade to compare the new



Figure 2. Crossdatìag oi $pecïmeus tor the
Middle Missouri Chronologies
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SPáC

TABLE i

BY AREA

Specimen er Spent,' ts Remarks

BIG PIAD HABA:

D1158 -i Juniper 1862P -19583

D1í58 -2A
If 1866P -1958I as $1158 -23

DX58 -23 1866P -19588 Sasse as D1í58 -2A

DM58 -4A
It 1866P- 19588 Same as DX58 -43

D158 -4B " 1ì66P -19588 Same as D1158 -4A

D1í38 -5 1877P -195811

DÚ58 -6 1869P -19583
DI15S -7 1882P -19583
D158 -9 1863P -1958$

Dä58 -1óA 18491P -19583
D31S8 -1611 19051F- 19583

DX58 -17 H 17701P -1928v

D158 -18 17371P- 1922vv
D1í38 -36A 16847P -18803 Same as D1158 -363

D1í58 -363 1653F -1805w Same as DH5S -36A

DN58-37A " 16887P -1796vv Sanaa as D1í58 -373

DX58 -378 17137P- 1766vv Same as D1S8 -37A

D1ó -38 Not Dated
DX58 -39 1861P -1938v

DX58 -1 Ash 19231P -1956v

DX58 -4 Juniper ? -19581 Sams as DXS8-7 and 13
DX58 -5 1891P -19583

DX58 -6 '+ 1920P -19583

DX58 -7 " 7 -19583 s DX58-4 am+d 13

DX58 -8 Ash 1897P -19573

DX58 -9 Oak 1876P- 19583 ííía8 Count

DXS8 -1C. 1872P- 19583 ' íí1n8 Cent
DX58 -11 Juniper 19171 -19583

DX58 -12 1924P -19583

DX58 -13 1699P -19581 Same as DX58 -4 and 7

DX58 -14 1874P -195811

DX58 -1S 1852P -19383
DXS8 -16 1866P -19581

DXS9 -1A 16351P- 1870vv Same as DX59 -13

DX59 -13 16431P- 1751vv Base ss DX59 -1A

DX60 -1 " 1825P-19593:
DX62 -1 " 1854F-193511

DX62 -2 " 1631P-192811
DX62 -3 " 1890P-1937v
DX62 -4 " 1859P-1937v
D7í62 -5 " 1674MP-192811
DX62 -6A " 17051P-19283
DX62 -6S " 17051P-1924v



Spooio.a Dui*X $7.íís Date

SID BUD AREA (Continued):

DX62-7 JuniperJun! per
3911!100-1
39Li83t3-2

H391.N00-3
Si39Lì100-4
1139L/100-5
113918100-6
H39111ü0-7
11Mise.-1

1702P- 1936íi

1691P -1932v
1851P -19635
1685E -19373
1643P -19403
17071 -19633
1676P -19353
1900P -19503

M0RT11iR1< STAIILE2

D$58 -19
D11S8 -20
Dá58 -21A
D1158 -213
01158 -22
1158 -23
D1158 -24
Dá58 -25
D1í58 -26
01138 -27
D151 -28
D1158-29
01158 -30
D1í58 -31
D1ì58 -32
0158 -33
01158 -40A
D158 -403
D158 -41A
D11S8 -411
Dí58 -1
11158 -2
DJ58 -3
11íS8 -5
Dí138 -6
t!íí58 -7
13158 -8
1M38 -9
D1í58 -10
13138 -11
01158 -12

COUNTY -BULLI COUNTY AREA:

Juniper
Of

190911P-19583
1900P-19581
lot Dated
17197F-1956v Ten ve
186511P-1958*
190211P-19583
17557P-19383
176711-19563
191471-1937v
1913NP-19583
18811P-1938 Tentative
18871P-19383
18547P-19581
1885MP-1955v
1911ì[l-1958*
Not Dated
169317-1862vv
169971-1862vv
17441P-18483
Not Dated
1691P-1875vv
Not Dated
lot Dated
1903P-19583
1853E-19583
1921P-19583
944P-19583
1909P-19383
1917áP-19583
19181P-19583
19287P-19583

0M38-401
DMS8-40A



Specinen

NORTHERN STANLEY

D3983Á0-1
1398301-3
D398L00- 6
D39S1A0-9
D398L00-10A
D398L00-101
D3981,00-11

aAAwa COUNTY-CHI

D1íá8 -10*

Dä58 -108

Dä58 -11

DX58 -12A
DX58 -121
DX58 -13

O1í58 -14A

D1í58 -141

Dä58 -15

1158 -34A
DX58 -341
DX58 -35

W 1AIDGt AREA:

11X62-1

DM62-2
L1X62-3

MAMMA CXEl11C A

11D63-L1
111163-L2

11163-L3

ORIGIN NOT

DX63-1
DX63-2
01163-1

ltyee

COUNTY -SULLY

Llackbesry
ii

Juniper

i4

4,

14

Da

COUNTY ARIA ( tinuad) :

Not Datad
Not Dated
1869P -19583
1917P -19588
1906P -1958$
1883P -19588
19041 -19581

RUHR ARIA:

Juniper
Ash

Juniper
if

rs

44

It

Ash
Juniper

it

14

Jun

187111 -1955w
Not Dated
1910P- 19581
1897*10-1945w Tentative
1831P- 19O7vv
Not Dated
Not Dated
Not Dated
1929P -19588
163711- 1876vv Sane as lì1158 -341

17421P -1884v
Not Dated

r 1937P-19621
1918P-19621
1898P-19621

Juniper
4.

4i

Juniper
It

Oak

1866P -19631
17381- 1916vv
18O7P -19361

1919P -19631
1873P -19631
1891P- 19631

Sana as Dä58 -34A



work with copies of the work done previously by myself. The result

has been an Lncrsasing awareness of problem with the *artist' work.

It has been extremely difficult to crossdats the new chronologies

with the plots of the earlier one. This has also been true in

attempts to compare the work on individual specimens. The

apparent reason for this is the inclusion in the earlier work of

unrecognised double rings plus a quite different approach in the

method of construction of the skeleton plots. Another factor

which obviously plays a role is the much larger size of the

sample included in the present study which has certainly boon

useful in so far as refining the chronologies. For these reasons,

the 1961 chronology must be considered invalid although, as work

on the project continues, further studies of thee* problems will

b. made. What total effect the current project will have on dates

previously determined cannot be stated at this time The e are

some indications that any actual error may be small; however,

there is as yet no verification of this and the final answer must

await the outcome of the study of the archeological material.

WNW* ! dam! COMMA=

I foal that s oral points should receive further stress at

s tire. The first of these is the validity of the chronologies

which have been constructed, The high quality of the crossdating



1.3

to the point that plots for one specimen are nearly identical to

those of others, especially in very restricted localities, indicates

a high degree of reliability. Actual comparisons of the measured

indices as they becomes available will be very useful to further

demonstrate this It is possible that the present five chronologies

can be further refined as to locality and that this may even be

advisable, but it dosa not appear so *t the present time The

work that has been dons up to now bas been very encouraging.

As to the use of juniper for the construction of tree -ring

obronologies is the Middle Missouri area, this problem has been

very satisfactorily answered in the affirmative. cot only has

this been done on the internal evidence of the crossdating between

specimens of juniper, but it Ls further substantiated by the

excellent crossdating between juniper and ash. This latter is

dmittsdly from a very limited sample. I definitely feel that

in the future additional collections of this species should be

ands and further work done on it.

At present, the possibilities of dating archsologtcally

derived wood specimens of juniper and ash look very good. It is

hoped that as the project continues this can be verified. Work

has now beau in this direction and if progress can continue as

at present, the chronologies can be lengthened and strengthened,

and valid dates can be derived for archeological specimens.
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